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On the Solution Set of Differential 
Inclusions in Banach Space* 
QI JI Zw; 
Many problems in applied mathematics, such as those in control theory, 
mathematical economics, and mechanics. lead to the study of differential 
inclusions. In a differential inclusion the tangent at each state is prescribed 
by a multifunction (set-valued function) instead of the usual single-valued 
function in differential equations. It is this feature that makes the diffcren- 
tial inclusion a suitable tool for problems involving various types of 
ambiguity, indeterminacy, or shortage of information. 
In this paper, we consider the differential inclusion 
X’(f)EF(f,X(f)) 
in a Banach space and study the properties of its solutions sets. We prove 
a relaxation theorem which reveals the connection between the solution 
sets of a differential inclusion and of its convexified version, under very 
weak conditions. Early research on this subject can be found in 
[20, 21. 223. A general form of the relaxation theorem in a tinite-dimen- 
sional space is given in [27] and the generalization of the result to inlinitc- 
dimensional spaces can be found in [2S, 30-32, 363. However, these results 
require more restrictive conditions on the multifunction F and the space X 
than we do. In particular, the results in the literature require F to be 
intcgrably bounded which considerably restricts the application of the 
theorem in practical problems (for example, differential inclusions deduced 
from a linear control system do not satisfy this condition). In our relaxa- 
tion theorem, this assumption of integrable boundedness (assumption (B) 
* ‘This rcsearch was supported bv the Fictional Science Foundation of China. 
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in Section 3) will be replaced by an intcgrability assumption (assumption 
(A,) in Section 3) which is natural in differential inclusions. We also 
discuss the continuous dependence of the solution set on the initial values 
and parameters as well as the generalized derivatives of the solution set. 
These results arc useful in applications to the optimization problem with 
differential inclusion constraints in a Banach space. In fact, in such an 
optimization problem, the continuity of the solution sets is closely related 
to the stability of the optimal value; the generalized derivative of the 
solution sets plays an important role in deducing the necessary conditions 
for an optimal solution; and the relaxation thcorcm offers the possibility of 
replacing the original problem by its convexified version which is much 
casicr to handle. Furthermore, we do not require the Banach space X to be 
scparablc which has been a common assumption up to now. We refer the 
reader to [3, 5, 7-9, 11, 15, 17, 28, 291 for some further information and 
references about differential inclusions and their applications. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space with the dual X*. The dual bracket between X 
and X* is denoted by ( .:. )X*.X, and the open and closed unit balls of X 
are denoted by R, and B,, respectively. For a set A, we denote its convex 
hull, closed convex hull, and closure in X by co A, cOX A, and cl, A, 
respectively. The support function of A is denoted by sX(., A); i.e.. 
x,(x*, A) = sup{(x*, x),..,lx E A} for x* E X*. Also WC set 
IAI,=sup~Ilxl,,~Ix~A} and <x*, A),.,,= {(x*,x),=.,lx~A} for 
X"EX* and AcX. For XEX and AcX, we set n,(x,A)= 
inf{ 1:x- YI(~J y E A}. We use the symbol (2X, h,) to denote the metric 
space of all subsets of X with the Hausdorff metric 
h,(A, B) = maxisup dx(x, B), sup dX(y, A)}. 
ren YFB 
Next WC present some basic concepts and results concerning multifunc- 
tions. Let A be an arbitrary set. A multifunction G: A -+2x is said to have 
property (P) if. for every a E A, G(a) has property (P). If H: A -+ 2” is 
another multifunction such that H(a) c G(a) for all u E A, then WC say that 
H is included in G and write H c G. If I: c G and R: A -+ X is a singlc- 
valued function then we say that a is a selection of G. 
Let Y be another Banach space. For a multifunction G: Y -+ 2x we define 
its limsup and liminf at you Y in the Kuratowski scnsc, i.e., by 
limsupG(p)={x~X(liminfd(x,G(y))=0) 
.v ’ )‘” v * nr 
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and 
lim inf G(y) = { XEX\ lim d(~. G(y))=(l). 
I - I’,] I’-. b(, 
WC say that the limit of G(y) as y tends to yO exists in the Kuratowski 
sense if 
lim sup G(y) = lim inf G(J), 
I .I.” 1 * V,l 
and we denote this limit by lim: , ,. G(y). We say that G is upper (lower) 
semicontinuous at yO if 
lim sup G(y) c G( yo) (lim inf G(y) =) G(y,,)). 
,’ + :‘” I * rn 
If G is both upper and lower scmicontinuous at !O then we say that G is 
continuous at yo. If G is semicontinuous or continuous at every point of set 
Al we say that G is semicontinuous or continuous on A. We also need the 
following concepts of generalized derivative for multifunctions. Let 
.Y E G(J). The contingent derivative DG( y, I), intermediate derivative 
dG( J. x), and Clarke derivative CG( y, x) are multifunctions from Y into 2’ 
defined by 
DG( J, x)(u) = lim sup 
G(y+ru)-x 
,-.0- I 
dG( y, x)(u) = lim inf 
G(y+ru)-x 
r .n+ r 
and 
CG( y, x)(u) = lim inf 
G( y’ + ru) - x 
, .O’ r 
It is clear that 
CG( y. x) c dG( y, x) c DG( y, x). 
We say that G is differentiable at (y, x) if DG(y, x) = dG(y, X) and that 
G is soft at (y, x) if DG(y, x) = CC{ J, x J. For further information about 
the limits, continuity, and derivatives of multifunctions we refer to 
[4, 7, 9, 13, 16, 18, 19,28, 291. 
Now let us recall the concept of measurability and integration of a multi- 
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function. Let (T, p) be a bounded Lebesgue measure space. A multifunction 
G: T--f 2x is called measurable if, for almost all t E T, 
where g,, are measurable selections of G. 
Remark 2.1. This definition of the measurability of a multifunction is 
equivalent to that of [12]. Though the equivalence is proved in [12] only 
for X= R”, it is still valid for general Banach spaces. When X is separable 
and G closed this definition is the same as the usual one (see for example 
C71). 
We denote by 1; the set of all integrable selections of G, i.e., 
Ib={g(.)~L’(T,X))g(t)~G(t)forall tET}, 
and define the Aumann integral of a multifunction G on T as 
where the vector-valued integrals are taken in the sense of Bochner. We say 
that G is integrable if it is measurable and ST G(t) dp # @, and G is 
integrably bounded if it is measurable and lG( .)I is integrable. Obviously, 
if G is integrably bounded then it is integrable. But the converse is not true. 
Finally we present two results on the measurability of the composition 
and closed convex hull of a multifunction which will be used later. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 52 be a subset of X. Assume that F: [a, b] x Q --f 2x is 
a multifunction such that 
(a) for every XGQ, the multifunction F( -, x) is measurable on [a, b J; 
(b) for every t E [a, b], the multifunction F(t,.) is continuous on 52. 
Then for any measurable function x: [a, b] + Q, the multifunction F( ., x( -)) 
is measurable on [a, b]. 
Prooj Choose a sequence of simple functions x,: [a, b] -+ 52 such that 
x,(t) converges to x(t) almost everywhere on [a, b]. It follows from (a) 
that F( ., x,( .)) is measurable and from (b) that lim,, m F(t, x,(t)) = 
F(t, x(t)) almost everywhere on [a, b]. Obviously, F( ., x( .)) is closed. 
Since F( ., x,( .)) are measurable, we can choose a sequence of measurable 
selections {f,i(.)}i,, of F( ., xn( .)) such that 
Rt, x,(t)) c cl(f,At) I i3 11. 
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This implies that 
F(t, X(l))ccl{j;,,(t)(n, i3 1). 
Therefore F(f, x(t)) is a multifunction with values in the separable closed 
set 
x0= cl iJ LL,(f) in, i>, 1, I E [U, h] ;. 
Moreover, for any open set UC A’, 
jt~[a.6]ii;(t,x(f))nC’#12(} 
so is Co G. 
THEOKEY 2.3. Let G: [a, h] -+ 2’ he a measurable multifunction. Then 
sequence of measurable selections Pro~$ By definition, there is a 
{ g,,( . ) j n 3 1) of G(. ) such that 
In3 1) a.e. 
Let C be the set of sequences (j.,,),,> I of non-negative rational numbers 
such that there arc only finitely many i.,, # 0 and C,:.. r i.,, = 1. Then C is a 
countable set; hence 
{ 
i: jL,R,(.)i(4,),2,EC 
n=l I 
is a countable family of measurable functions. Since 
= ,,c, ;&J, n9,v iv, {f~[~~hll(~,.(i)+~~)nl;fO~ 3 
is measurable. So: by [7, Theorem 3.71, F(t. x(t)) is measurable on [G h]. 
Q.E.D. 
and 
EG(t)ccl f j.,g,(f)I(j.,,),,.,EC 
1 ?I= I
we conclude that Co G is measurable. Q.E.D. 
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3. THE SOLUTION SET OF A DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSION 
AND A RELAXATION THEOREM 
Consider the differential inclusion 
x’(t) E F(f, x(t)) a.e. in [a, b], (3.1) 
where I;: [a, b] x Sz -+ 2x is a closed multifunction and 52 c X is an open 
set. A map x: [a, b] --f Q is called a solution of the differential inclusion 
(3.1) if x E W( [a, b], X) and x satisfies (3.1), where 
and W( [a, b], X) is provided with the norm 
IIx(~)ll~=max{ll~(~)ll~, I x’(-)IIL~}. 
A relaxed solution of differential inclusion (3.1) is a solution of 
x’(t)EEcF(t, x(t)) a.e. in [a, 61. (3.2) 
A map x: [a, b] + 52 is called an e-approximate solution of differential 
inclusion (3.1) if x E W( [a, b], X) and 
s b d(x’(t), F( t, x(t))) dr < E. (3.3) a 
We denote the collection of all solutions and all s-approximate solutions of 
the differential inclusion (3.1) by S, and S>, respectively, and set S,(x,) = 
(X E S,j x(u) =x,} and 5$(x,) = {x E ~$1 x(u) = x,}. We proceed to state 
some assumptions on F: 
(A,) For each x E 0, the multifunction F( ., x) is measurable on 
[Ia, bl. 
(A*) There is an integrable function k(t) on [a, b] such that for any 
4 YEQ 
a.e in [a, b]. 
(A3) For any continuous function x: [a, b] --f Q, the multifunction 
F( ., x( .)) is integrable on [a, b]. 
(B) There is an integrably bounded multifunction G: [a, b] + 2x 
such that, for all (t, x) E [a, b] x 52, 
F(t, x) c G(t). 
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Next we present a useful result on the relation between the solutions and 
the c-approximate solutions of a differential inclusion which is an extension 
of Filippov’s theorem [27] and whose proof differs from Filippov’s only in 
some technical details. When X is separable, a more general extension can 
be found in [26]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that F: [a, h] x Q -+ 2.” is a closed multifunction 
satisfving assumptions (A, ) and (A,), J: [a, h] + 52 is an r:-apPro.uimalc 
solution of the differential inclusion (3.1 ), LIH~I c < /7( -v( [a, h] ), X - Q)!K, 
where K = cxp(jt k(r) dt). Then there exists a 6 > 0 such rhat, ,for any 
x, E)*(U) + 6B, there exists a solution x( . ) of [he d$ferential inclusion (3.1 ) 
lt*irh x(a) = x, und 
I x -- L‘II M,, < KC. 
To prove Theorem 3.1, WC start with 
LNCIA 3.2. Let G: [a, h] -+ 2 x he a mea.surahle multifunction and 
u: [a, h] -+ X a measurable ,function. Then ,for any measurable function 
r: [a,b]-+R+, there exists a measurable selection g of G such that: .for 
aln1ost all f E [a, h], 
Ike-uu(f)ll <d(u(t), G(t))+r(t). 
Proof By Theorem 2.1, there is a sequence of measurable selections 
(a,,),:.., of G such that G(t)cclj~,Jt)ln> 1) for all r~ [a,/~]. Set 
T,,= (TV [a, b]l Ig,(t)-u(t):1 <d(u(t), G(t))+r(t)‘, 
Then T,,, n = 1, 2, arc measurable, and [a, h] = I,);-. I 7’,, up to a negli- 
gible set. Let E, = T, , Ez = T,‘J, , . . . . E, = T,,‘\:u):= ,’ ,C,, . . . Then [a, b] = 
u:-, E,, up to a negligible set and (E,,),T- I is a disjoint sequence of 
measurable sets. Set 
% 
‘Y(t) = c xt,,(t) Rn(r), 
“=I 
where xa represents the characteristic function of set A. Then g is a 
measurable selection of G satisfying the requirement of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Set m(r) = j: k(r) ds, K=exp(m(b)), and 
q(t) = 4$(t), I;([> 1;(t))). 
Let d bc a positive number and r(t) a positive integrable function such that 
6+Kji’(q(r)+r(r))dt<Kc. 
0 
(3.4) 
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WC will prove that, for any 1 v(u) - x,,Ij < 6, there exists a solution ,Y( .) of 
the differential inclusion (3.1) with .\-(a) = x,, and 
I/x - ,I’,1 w i KE. (3.5) 
Hy Lemma 3.2 there is a measurable selection L’,, of the multifunction 
k’( ., .v(. )) such that, for almost all I E [u, b], 
Ilcdr) - J’(Oll <y(t) + r(f). (3.6) 
Set x,(f) = X, + Ji, I:,,(S) ds. Since, for all I E [o, 61, 
11x,(r) - Jl!)II 
d Ix,, - y(u)1 + [’ IIS;( ~.‘(s),l ds 
- ,l 
66+ ‘(q(.r)+~(.s))d.c<K~~<h(y([u.h]),X-Q), r (3.7) ” rr 
WC have X, E W( [a, h], A’) and .r,( [a, h]) c R. WC claim that WC can define 
by induction a sequence of functions X, with the following propertics: 
(I) .Y,E W([a,h]. A’), x,(u)=x,,, and .r([a,h])~R. 
(2) For almost all I E [u, h] and i> I, 
X;(I)Ef(t, .Y, I(f)). 
(3) For almost all IE [II, h] and i> 2 
Ilx;(r)-.K;~,(f)~, +-‘ m~r)-~z(s)~’ 2(y(s)+r(J)‘g ) 
(i- 2)! 
2 J d.s, 
II ,=I 
where -rO = y. In fact. assume wc have defined on [a, 61 our functions X, up 
to i=n, satisfying (1), (2), and (3). It follows then from (3) that 
(3’) for all t E [u, 61 and i3 2 
II-~,(l) - x,- ,(f)ll 
< -’ Il.u;(s) - x- ,(s) I ds 
J ‘2 ’ ’ (m(s)-m(u))’ ? I c t-1 6 (i-2)! k(s) q(u)+r(/r) 1 2 ’ > duds -0 “0 I- 1 
d [’ j' trnts) - m(u))’ ’ ,-I 
(i- 2)! 
k(s) ds ( y(u)+r(u) z 2 J the 
‘0 ” ,= I > 
“’ (m(1) - m(s))‘- ’ I- I 
’ = J (i- l)! 
y(s) + r(s) C 2 ds. 
Cl , .: I 
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By Lemma 3.2, we can choose a measurable selection c,,( .) of f( ., .u,,( .) I 
such that 
illT,t(l)- 4(t)ll d 4x:,(t), F(t, X,,(t))) 
and define x ,,+ ,(r) = I, + jCt t:,,(x) d.y. Then x,, , L E W( [a, h J, X). Moreover. 
for almost all f E [u, h], 
‘i.u:, , ,(f)- .r;,(f)!l = llc,(f) - xXf)l, 
6 4x:,(0. F(r, x(f))) 
+k(f) 1 
’ (m(r) - 17z(s))n ! 
I.(s) 2 n ds (3.8 I 
*a (n-l)! 
From (2) and (A2), it follows that, for almost all f~ [N, h], 
4x:,(t)> FCf(t, x ,(t))) dMF(f, -y,, l(f)), F(f, -y,,(t))) 
d k(t)lls,,(r) -x,,.. ,(t)l, (3.9) 
It follows from (3.8), (3.9) and (3’) that, for almost all TV [a, h], 
lx:,.,. I(f) - .af)li 
.-’ (m(t) - m(s))“- ’ 
<k(t) 1 q(s) + I.(S) i 2 j ds 
*a (n- l)! /=I i 
and this is part (3) of the induction. By adding the inequalities (3’) wc 
obtain 
lx,,, ,([I - Y(f)i! 
< i’]‘(f)-X,(t)l( + .Ix,(f)-x,(f)!1 + ... + li,~,,(~)-s~,,- (O’i ., II <S+ J c (m(t) - m(s))’ i! (q(s) + r(s)) ds U i-0 
<b+K/-b(q(.s)+r(.s))ds<Kc<h(y([u,b]),X-C2). 
* 0 
(3.10) 
Therefore x,- ,([a, h]) c Q. It is clear that s,,,(u) = x, and 
x, , E W( [a, b], X). Hence part (1) of the induction is proved. Part (2) of 
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the induction follows directly from the definition of x, + 1. Our induction is 
completed. 
From (3) and (3’) we deduce that x,( .) is a Cauchy sequence of con- 
tinuous functions, converging uniformly to a continuous function x( . ), and 
that for almost all t E [a, b], x;(t) is a Cauchy sequence, hence that xi( .) 
converges pointwise almost everywhere to a measurable function V( .). 
Moreover, it follows from the process of the induction that 
xj(t)=x,+Jtx:(s)ds 
a 
so that 
x(t) = x, + J’ u(s) ds. 
a 
Finally, for almost all t E [a, b], we have 
The right hand side tends to 0 almost everywhere on [a, b] as yt -+ co. 
Thus, for almost all t E [a, b], 
40 E qt, x(t)), 
i.e., 
x’(t) E F( t, x(t)). 
Next we check that J/x- yI( W< Ks. Taking limits in (3.10), we have 
By adding the inequalities (3) we obtain 
II&+ 1(t) - JJ’(t)ll 
d IIv’(t)-4(t)ll + Ilx;(t)-~;(t)ll + ... + Ilx:,+1(t)-xXt)ll 
<q(t) + r(t) + 1;; k(t) j-; (m(t) ;lm(s))i (q(s) + r(s)) ds. 
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Thus 
?b 
j, II-6 + I([I - v’(t)11 df 
,< 1” (q(1) + r(t)) dt 
‘U 
= i” (q(t) + r(t)) dz 
‘CJ 
k(t) 4q(s) + r(s)) ds 
= [” (q(t)++)) dt 
* <I 
+‘i l 
h (m(b)- m(s))‘+ ’ (q(s) + r(s)) dky 
i=O a (i+ I)! 
= 
D 
* M (m(b)-m(r))‘(q(l)+r(t))df 
(1 i-.0 i! 
< K [” (q(t) + r(t)) dt < KC. 
‘u 
Taking the limit in the above inequality as n + CO, we obtain 
hence I/x - yjl w d KC. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem reveals the relation between the ordinary solutions 
and the relaxed solutions of the differential inclusion (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.3 (Relaxation theorem). Assume that F: [a, h] x l2 + 2x is 
a closed multifirnction satisfying (A,), (A*), and (AX). Then, for any ~“~52, 
cl,- S,(x,) = cl,. S,,(x,). 
Remark 3.4. When F satisfies (A ,) and (A,), it satisfies (A,) if and only 
if it satisfies 
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(A;) There is a continuous map x0: [a, 61 -+ 52 such that the multi- 
function F( ., x0( .)) is integrable. 
In fact, the “only if” part is obvious. To prove the “if” part, we let F satisfy 
(A;). Then there exists an integrable selectionf,( .) of F( ., x0(.)). For any 
continuous function x: [u, b] + Q 
W,(t), F(h x(t))) Gh(F(h x,(t)), f’(t, x(f))) 
< k(t)!lx,(t) - x(t)JI. 
By Theorem 2.2, F( ., x( .)) is measurable. It follows thercfore from 
Lemma 3.2 that there exists a measurable selection f‘( .) of F( ., x( -)) such 
that 
Il./i(t)-f(f)11 <Ut)lMt)-x,(t)11 + 1. 
Obviously f is integrable and, therefore, so is F( ., x( .)). 
We can see that assumption (A3) is a natural one because, if it is not 
satisfied, then there exist no solutions of differential inclusion (3.1). In the 
same way, we can prove that if F satisfies (A,) and (AZ), then it satisfies 
(A3) if and only if it satisfies 
(A;) There is an element XE 52 such that the multifunction F( ., X) is 
integrable. 
This condition is much easier to check than (A3). 
To prove Theorem 3.3, we start with a useful tool in multifunction 
integration theory. 
LEMMA 3.5. If G: [a, h] + 2x is an integrable multijkction then, for uny 
fe L”(Ca, bl, X*), 
s,kL I:;, = 1” U(t), G(f)) dt. 
a 
ProoJ We prove the lemma for Jt s(f(t), G(I)) dt < + cc. The proof is 
still valid (with some technical modifications) when ji s(f(t), G(t)) dr = 
+ cc. Choose a sequence of measurable selections (g,( .)),“= , of G( .) such 
that 
G(t)ccl{g,(t)ln> 1) a.e. 
Then s(f(t), G(t)) = sup{ (f(t), g,,(t))/n > 1) is measurable for 
J‘E L”( [a, b], X*). Let g,, be any element of the nonempty set 1:;. Then, 
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for awbY[u9 61, X*L U(tL G(t))> <f‘(t), go(t)) and (f(.L ad.)) 
is integrable on [a, h]. Therefore ji s(f(t), G(t)) dr is well defined (though 
it may be + m) for any .f~ ~?“([a, h], X*). For any c > 0 and 
f~ L”( [a, h], X*), define 
Then T,, n=1,2 ,..., are measurable, and [a, !I]= lJ,“-; , T, up to a negli- 
gible set. Let E, = T,, E, = T2\E,, . . . . E, = T,,‘\Uy;,’ E,, . . . Then [u, h] = 
IJ,“; , E, up to a negligible set and (En);:, is a disjoint sequence of 
measurable sets. Set 
Then g is a measurable selection of G. Moreover, (,f’( .), g(. )) is integrable 
on [a, 61 since, for almost all tE [a, h], 
Wl~), G(t)) --E G (.f(O. K(I)) <.G(t), G(t)). 
Now define [ ,gln: by 
(3.11) 
C~l~V(~) = 
if !Idt)ll d N 
if IIg(t)l! > N. 
Then [glNEIk. Hence 
for all N. It is easy to see that 
)nx> j; (f’(t), Cgl,v(f)> dt= j” U-(f)> IT(~)) dt ‘I 
and, by (3.1 I ), we have 
s ,b (f(t), g(t)> dl bj; U(t), G(t)) dr - e(h -a); 
letting N --) XI in (3.12), we obtain 
s,.l(L Z;, 3 j” s(f(t), G(r)) dt - c(b - u). 
u 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Since E is arbitrary (3.13) implies 
sLl(J; 1;) 2 j” s(f(t), G(t)) dt. 
* 
Since the opposite inequality is trivial, the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
The next lemma is a Banach space generalization of Aumann’s formula 
[6] which has been announced in a weaker form in [24]. This kind of 
generalization has also been discussed in [30, 343 with some additional 
assumptions. Though our proof is similar to that of [30, 343, it is included 
here for completeness. 
LEMMA 3.6. If G: [a, b] -+ 2x is an integrable multginction, then 
cl j” G(t) dt = cl [” 
a * a 
co G(t)dt=cl j%G(~)df. 
0 
Pro& We prove first that cl st G(t) df is a convex set. To this end, let 
X, y be elements of cl sf: G( 1) dt and 1 E (0, 1). For any F: > 0, we can choose 
x,(.), Y,(.)EI~ such that 
Define 
N)=j (x,(l)-yc(t))dt E 
for any measurable subset EC [a, b]. Then Uhl’s infinite-dimensional 
space version of Lyapunov’s theorem on the range of vector-valued 
measures [35, Theorem I] implies that there is a measurable subset 
Ej. c [a, b] such that ’ 
Let 
ZE(f) = X&x,(t) + (1 - XE;.(t)) v,(t). 
’ Though Uhl requires in [35, Theorem I] that the Banach space X have the Radon- 
Nikodym property, a remark in the last part of that paper points out that this condition can 
be omitted when the vector-valued measure /i is detined by ~(6) = jEj for some integrable 
function 1: 
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Then z,:( .) E 1; and 
(ix+(l-~)).-jbi((f)dfi, ‘I 
I! a 
,< i.x+(l-J.)y- 
II ( 
Ajb 
* 
x,(r)dr+(l-i.)jh?:~(l)~~ 
a > 
+ IliP(Cav bl)-P(Ej.)ll <&. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we have 
i,x+(i-i.)~~d j*c(f)df 0 
as claimed. 
Now it remains to show that 
s(,*,c, j~bG(r)+s(x*,cl jISG(W) 
for all x* E X*. Indeed. we have 
s(x*,cl j~hG(t)d,) 
=s(x*, j;G(t)dr) 
= J‘ s(x*, G(t)) dr (Lemma 3.5) I2 
= s(x*, 55 G(r)) dt 
(Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 2.3) 
Q.E.D. 
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The following lemma is a special case of the relaxation theorem and it 
strengthens considerably the convexity lemma on the closure of trajectories 
of linear control systems [ 14, 23 J, a lemma which is a basic tool in 
studying linear control systems. 
LEM.MA 3.7. If‘ G: [a, b] -+ 2x is un integrahk mult@ction then, ,fur any 
x, E ‘Y, 
ProuJ First we show that clC.SG(~,) is a convex set. To this end, we 
first assume that G is integrably bounded, i.e., (G( .)I is integrable. Let 
x, yes,, 1~(0, I), and z,(~)=l.x(r)+ (I -;) y(t). We shall show that 
z,~cl~. S,(x,). Let c>O be an arbitrary positive number. It follows from 
the absolute continuity of j IG(r)( dt and the equicontinuity of Z~ that there 
f’, t” E [a, !I] with It’ - l”I < 8, is a b > 0 such that, for any 
Ii’; IG(r)l dtl <; 
and 
I: 
llzi(f’) - zj.(t”)ll <-’ 3 
Let a=z,<z,< ... < t,=h be a partition of [a, b] with ti- li ., <B 
for i=1,2 ,..., n. Since x(ti)-x(t,. ,) and y(t,)-y(t,-,) belong to 
~::~,G(t)dtccl~~:-, G(t)dt and ~1s:;. , G(t)dr=ci~::-,ZG(t)dt is convex 
(Lemma 3.6), we have 
Zj.(~i)-z,(t;~~)ECI~” G(t)dt. 
I< I 
Thus there are xie L’( [t,-, , lj], X), with g,(r) E G(t) almost everywhere on 
[tip,, fi], such that 
Zi(r,)-Zj,(ti-~)-J”” g;(t) dt <$. 
In-1 I/ 
Let 
g(t)= i X[ I, I,,,, (I) K;(t). 
i= I 
Then x, + j: g(s) ds E S,(x,) and, for any t E [n, b], say t E Cl,,-, , r,], we 
have 
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Since c is arbitrary, we have z; E cl,. S,(x,). 
In the general case (when G may not be integrably bounded), let 
H(r) = {X’(Z), v’(t)}. Since H(t) is an integrably bounded multifunction 
with H(t) c G(t) for any z E [a, b], we have 
Z;.EClc. S,,(x,)ccl,. S,(x,). 
Since cl,. S,(x,) and cl,. S,.(x,) are closed convex sets and 
C([a, h], X)* = Vo([a, h], A’*), where Vo([a, b], X*) represents the 
Banach space of all functionsJ’from [a, h] into X* with bounded variation 
and j(a) =O,* we have only to show that, for anyfE Vo([u, h], X*), 
This can be done as follows: 
.G cl, &i.(x,)) 
= sup (-4th df‘(t))IxEScis;(x,) 
i 
<x(b),!‘(b))- r” (f(t):-~‘(f))dtIx~S,.(~,) 
“0 
‘See L33] for the definition of C( [a. b], X) and V,([u, b], X*) and their properties. The 
equivalence C( [a. h], X)* s V,([P, b], X*) is an extension of Riesi representation theorem 
and can bc proved in a similar way. 
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* b 
= sup 
0 
u (f(b)-.~(t),g(t))d~+(f(h),x,)IgEz~G 
> 
= 
f 
“s(f.(b)-f(t),ZG(t))dt+ (f(b),x,) 
(I 
(Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 2.2) 
= I * &f(h) -f(t), G(t)) Lb+ (f(b), xu> L1 
= sup J’” (f(b)-f(t), dl))dt+ (/(b)&l&} 0 
(Lemma 3.5) 
WWW-J+ (f(f),x’(t)> dfIxE&(x,) a 
= 4j; s, (-L)) = .$f, cl, &(-a). 
Now we turn to the 
QED. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. It is enough to show that, for any x,ESZ, 
SEF[x,) c cl, S,(x,). Since the case S,,(x,) = @ is trivial, we assume 
that S,,(x,) # @. Let y E S,,(x,) and define G( .) = F( ., y( .)). It is easy 
to see that G: [a, 61 -+ 2* satisfies the requirement of Lemma 3.7; hence 
Y E &i G‘b”) =CL: s,; (X”). (3.14) 
Since a is an open set and y( [a, 61) c D is compact, we have 
h(y( [a, h]), X - Sz) > 0. Choose E satisfying 0 <E < h(y( [a, h]), X- Q)/K, 
where K = exp(Ji k(t) dt) > 1. By (3.14), there exists some z E SG (x,) 
such that /jz- yj1~.<~/2K. Obviously, ~([a, 61) csZ, and it is easy 
to see that h(z([a, b]), X-Q)/K>h(y([a, h]), X-Q)/K- IIy-zII,lK> 
& - ~j2K’ > ~12. Moreover, 
j” d(z’W, ~(4 z(t))) df 6jh d(zW, 0 v(r))) dt 
0 0 
+ f” h(F(t, At)), f’(t, z(f))) dl 0 
< *k(f) IIA~) - 4t)ll df I 0 
<K~!z-&<~. 
2 
By Theorem 3. 
have 
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1, there is an x E S,(x,,) such that $x-z/I w< KC/~. Thus we 
(I‘, Sp(x,))< J.Y- yll,.d 1)x -zil,.+ (Iz- ,A:(- 
Since c is arbitrary, we have y E cl, SF(x,). QED. 
4. CONTTWITY AND DIFFERENTIABILITY OF THE SOLUTION SET 
In this section, we discuss the continuous dependence of the solution sets 
on parameters and initial values and the generalized erivatives of the solu- 
tion sets. In the sequel, the solution sets will be treated as a subsets of 
W( [u, h], X) unless otherwise stated. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L he a Banach space, F,: [a, h] x R -+ 2’ a fumily of 
multifunctions sutisfying assumptions (A, ) and (A3), and satisfying assump- 
tion (AZ) with the same function k(t). [L .for any (t, x) E [a, b] x 4, F,(c, x) 
is upper semicontinuous at I, E I, then, for uny x, E .Q, S,;(x,) is upper semi- 
continuous af I,. 
ProoJ: Let y E lim sup,- ,” SF,(x,). There are I,, --t I, and x1, E S,,,8(x,) 
such that I;x,~ - yl\ W + 0 as n --) CC. Observe that 
W(t)> F,,jh y(t))) 
d d(y’(f)> F,&f, x,,(‘))) + h(F,n(f, x,(t)), F,q(f, v(l))) 
d IIY’(t)-4n(t)!l +M~)il.d~) -,yJt)~’ 
and that the right hand side of the above inequality tends to 0 almost 
everywhere on [u, h] if I/X/~ - yli W+ 0 (12 -+ CC). It. follows that 
lim d(y’(f), F,Jf, .d#j = 0 a.e in [a, ~511; 12 --. ‘m 
i.e., for almost all t E [u, h], 
~‘(t)~lim SUP F,(k At))= F,&r, y(r)). 
/ - lo 
It is easy 10 see that y(a) = x,. Therefore y E S,io(x,). Since y is an arbitrary 
element of lim sup, _ ,0 S,,(x,), we have proved that 
lim sup S,(x,) c S,Jx,). Q.E.D. 
/ - I” 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let L he a Banach space, F,: [a, h] x Q -+ 2x afbmily of 
mult$inctions satisfying assumption (A, ) and satisfying (AZ) and (B) with a 
common choice of k( . ) and G( .). If‘F,(t, x) is lower semicontinuous at I, E L 
15 ower semicontinuous at I,.for any FEaz (t, X)E [a, b] xl2 then Sp,(x,) ‘. 1 
(1 
Pro@ Let y E S,,,,(,(x,). Then 
y’(t) E F,&t, v(t)) = liy tfF,(t, y(t)) a.e. in [a, b], 
i.e., 
lim d(y’(t), F,(t, y(t))) = 0 a.e. in [a, b]. 
1 - 41 
Since F,(t, y(t)) satisties (A,) and satisfies (A,), (B) uniformly, 
d(y(t), J’,(t, v(t))) is measurable and uniformly bounded by an integrable 
function on [a, b]; hence, by the Lcbesgue dominated convergence 
theorem, 
lim 1” d(y’(t), F,(t, y(t))) dt = 0. 
1-k ” 
For any O<c:<h(y([a, !I]), X-Q)/K there exists ci>O such that 
1!1- 1,ll < 6 implies 
j” d(y’(t), F,(t, y(t))) dt < &. 
0 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that for every (il- /,,[I < 6 there exists 
x, E SP,(x,) such that 
11x,- YI: w<& 
hence 
y E liztf S,,(x,). 
Since .Y is an arbitrary element of S,iO(x,), we have proved that 
SF&x,) c lim-tf S,+(x,). 
Combining Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, we obtain 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let L be a Banach space and F,: [a, b] x Q + 2x ajbmily 
of multifunctions satisfying assumption (A, ) and sati?fying assumptions (A,) 
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und (B) pith common k( .) and G( .). ZfF,(t, x) is continuous at 1,~ Lfor any 
(r, x) E [a, b] x 12, then S,,(x,) is continuous ut I, .for any x, E 52. 
Remurk 4.4. Since, in Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, the assumption 
that F,(t, y(t)) satisfies Assumption (B) with common G( -) is used only for 
deducing the uniform integrable boundedness of d( y’(z), F,(t, y(t))), it 
may be replaced by the following weaker assumption: the maps 
r H d(0, F,(t, x)) are uniformly integrably bounded for some x E n. The 
author owes this remark to the referee. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Assume that F: [a, b] x Q -+ 2x is a closed mufti- 
funcrion sutisfying (A,) and (AZ). Then SF: Q -+ 2’ is continuous on Q. 
Proof: For any x,, ycl E 52, let 
F,j 1, x) = F( t, x + J“, - x,). 
Observe that for y(, sufficiently close to x,, 
SAY”) = OF:” + Yo - x, 
and &,(t, x) is continuous at X, for any (t, X) E [u, b] x Sz. It is easy to see 
that F,.(,((t, x) satisfy (A,) and satisfy (A*) with common k(.). Moreover, 
they satisfy the condition in Remark 4.4. Therefore, by Theorem 4.3 and 
Remark 4.4, S, is continuous at x,. Q.E.D. 
In fact, the assumption of Corollary 4.5 yields additional results. Let us 
recall the following definition introduced by Aubin [ 1, 23. 
DEFINITION 4.6. A multifunction G: Y -+ 2’ is pseudo-lipschitz around 
(J(), x0) E Graph(G) if there exists neighborhoods V of y, and U of x0 and 
a constant M such that 
(i) Vye V, G(y)#0 
(ii) v(yI,yz)~V, G(y,)n\~G(~,)+MIly,-y~ilB. 
THEOREM 4.7. Assume that F: [a, b] x Q -+ 2’ is a closed multifunction 
suti?fying assumptions (A,) and (A,). If S,(x,)#fZj then, for un,v 
x E SF(x,), SF: Q + 2 w is pseudo-lipschitz around (x,, x). 
Proof Since Sz is open and x( [a, b]) compact, q,= h(x( [a, b]), 
X-Q)/K>O, where K=cxp(Ih,k(t)dt). Let U=x+(c,J4) Bw. It follows 
from Theorem 3.1 that there exists 6’ > 0 such that S,(x,) n U # 0 for an> 
X, EX, + 6’B. Let 6 = $min(c,lK, 6’) and V=x,, +6B. Then, for any 
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x1, x2 E V, 5,(x,) and SF(q) are not empty. Consider an arbitrary element 
y1 E S,(x,) n U and define z(t) = vi(t) - x1 +x2. Then 
j" W(t), F(t, z(t))> dt = j" &4(t), I;(& yl(t) -x1 + xz)) dt 
(I a 
and 
h~z~Ca,01~,~-~~,~~~~Ca,~l~~~-~~~Il-x-~ll~ 
K ’ K K 
3~,-llx-Y,ll,-llY~-zll, 
+Kllxl-x,/l. 
Again (by Theorem 3.1) there exists y2 E S,(x,) such that 
II~,-~~2ll~~~Il~~-~~ll; 
hence 
SAx11n U~SF(~~)+Kllxa--x,ll~. Q.E.D. 
Now we turn to a brief description of some differentiability properties of 
the solution sets. 
THEOREM 4.8. Assume that R [a, b] x G? -+2x is a closed multifunction 
satisfying assumptions (A,) and (AJ. Then, for any x E SF(x,), 
(a) SdF~w(.),x~(.)) c dS,(x(a), x) and 
(b) S cF(x(.),xp(.)) = CSF(x(a), xl- 
THEOREM 4.9. Assume that E [a, b] x 52 -P 2X is a closed multifunction 
satisfying assumptions (A,) and (A*). Then for any x E SF(x(a)), 
Combining Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 4.9, we obtain 
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THEOKEM 4.10. Ass~ne that I;: [a, h] x Q + 2.’ is (1 closed multijitnction 
sarisfjkg assumptions (A,) and (A?). Let x E SP(s(a)). Then 
lb) ~SCF(x,. ,. Y’(. )) = CS,;(x(a), x) 
=Snpcl, , 1 .,.) )= DS,(x(a), xl 
=.~dl;~X,.)..,Y.u = dS,;(x(u). x) 
tfF(t..) is soji at (s(t). s’(t)) for ulmost u/l If [a h]. 
These results are known in the finite-dimensional case [ 10, 28, 291 and 
the very same proof as in [29] applies for arbitrary Banach spaces. 
Until now, the solution sets were treated as subsets of W([u, 61, X). 
Sometimes it is convenient to treat these sets as subsets of C( [a, b], X). In 
this case as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3, an important 
formula, which was proved in the finite-dimensional case by Frankowska 
[lo], remains valid for Banach spaces. 
THEOKEM 4.11. Assume that FI [a, h] x .Q --f 2 x is ~2 closed mulrifunction 
sutisjjing ussumptions (A, ), (A,), and ( A3). Then 
CC.sF(X(U), x)=c,.s,J.Y(u), x) 
d,.SP(x(u), x) = d,--&,(x(u), x) 
and 
n,.s~(x(a), -x) = D,.S,/J.Y(U), x) 
,for all x E S, (x(u)). 
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